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Introduction
This document serves as coding standards for source code in the Java Programming Language targeting an
introductory course in programming.
Coding standards are collections of rules, guidelines, and best practices. Coding standards are introduced in
eﬀort to generate code that is safe, secure, reliable, testable, maintainable, and portable.
There are four key benefits of using coding standards:
• Compliance with industry standards
• Consistent code quality
• Software security from the start
• Reduces development costs and accelerated time to the market.

Source File Basics
The source file name consists of the case-sensitive name of the top-level class it contains (of which there is exactly one), plus
the .java extension.

Whitespace characters
Aside from the line terminator sequence, the ASCII horizontal space character (0x20) is the only whitespace character that
appears anywhere in a source file. This implies that:
1.

All other whitespace characters in string and character literals are escaped.

2.

Tab characters are not used for indentation. You should configure Tabs in Eclipse to be converted to 4 white spaces. See
Lesson 1.

Special escape sequences
For any character that has a special escape sequence such as (\b, \t, \n, \f, \r, \", \' and \\), that sequence is used
rather than the corresponding octal (e.g. \012) or Unicode (e.g. \u000a) escape. Special escape sequences

Files
All user defined classes shall reside in a separate source file.

Source File Structure
The source file structure shall comply with the structure defined in Lesson 1.
The MainClass is comprised of a header, a package statement, import statements, and exactly one toplevel class. The MainClass does not require a Constructor; however all other user defined classes shall
have at a minimum a default constructor. The name of the MainClass may be changed to reflect the
textbook and class lectures.
A User defined class shall contain Data Members, Constructors, and Membership Functions. Objects of
such a class shall have the ability to print their data to the Console by providing a displayData() (or
similar) function.
When a class has multiple constructors, or multiple functions with the same name, these appear
sequentially, with no other code between them.
Functions should be separated by at least one or two white lines. Additional white lines are not
acceptable.

Formatting
Braces
Braces are used with if, else, for, do and while statements, even when the body is empty or
contains only a single statement.
All opening and closing braces shall reside on a separate line. Proper indentation must be observed.
Statements
Each statement is followed by a line break;
There should be no white lines between statements, except when such a white line provides for a
separation of tasks. Example, a white line after a loop is required.
Indentation
Code shall be properly indented by a Tab, which shall be defined as 4 white spaces. Predefine it by
configuring Eclipse.
Variable declarations
Every variable declaration declares only one variable.
Example, int a, b; is not allowed.
With the exception of global data members, variables shall be declared where needed. They shall not
be habitually declared at the beginning of a block or a function.

Formatting cont.
Comments
Block comments are indented at the same level as the surrounding code. They may be in /* ... */ style
or // ... style.
For multi-line /* ... */ comments, subsequent lines must start with * aligned with the * on the previous
line.
Example:
/*
* This is
* okay.
*/
// This is also
// Ok.
Class Names
Class names are written in UpperCaseClass such as MainClass
Methods and Functions
Method and function names are written in lowerCaseStyle

